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New LEGIC advant offering



 LEGIC advant on DESFire EV2/3 (with Kay)

 ATC4096-MP313 powerful Smartcard IC 

 LEGIC RF journey continues

Covered topics of today’s presentation(s)
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LEGIC File Service by AdvanIDe



SERVICES



AdvanIDe LEGIC file system service
LEGIC file systemon NXP MIFARE DESFire

LEGIC advant file system on standard NXP MIFARE DESFire®, EV2® and EV3® transponder chips
Customers with LEGIC advant® applications can get support through 
AdvanIDe with standard DESFire EV2 or EV3 Modules

Customers can choose from NXP’s broad DESFire IC offering, 
which includes different memory sizes (4 to 32 KB) and especially higher input capacities (up to 70 pF), 
which are more suitable for small tags or wearables

The NXP ICs can be arranged with AdvanIDe 
various modules, cards a are possible to get the LEGIC files system

Leadtime on request

AdvanIDe – Advanced ID Electronics – is one of the leading 
semiconductor providers, focused on components for RFID 
transponders, chip cards and RFID readers and terminals 



AdvanIDe LEGIC file system service
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LEGIC file systemon NXP MIFARE DESFire

NXP MIFARE DESFire EV2 and EV3 
works only in 7 Byte UID setting
(4 and 10 Byte = error,  as the LEGIC advant key derivation requires 7 Byte)

The Modules are getting tested and the LEGIC advant file system (FS21) is loaded
The result is a MIFARE DESFire transponder with 4 KB especially for LEGIC advant applications

Those transponders can then be used like a standard LEGIC ATC4096-MP311, whereby 
applications based on MIFARE DESFire can also be executed

https://www.advanide.de/new-legic-advant-service/

https://www.advanide.de/new-legic-advant-service/


LEGIC advant ATC4096-MP313

New powerful Smartcard IC 
with 8k byte memory

LEGIC advant and MIFARE DESFire 
EV3 combined in one chip

Extraordinary reading distance of 
up to 11cm on ISO 14443A

Backwards compatibility with 
LEGIC reader infrastructure of last 
14 years

An advanced and 
impressive allrounder



Compatibility and order forms
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 ATC4096-MP313 is compatible with every LEGIC reader ICs of the last 14 years

 LEGIC advant ATC4096-MP313 will be available in two delivery forms:

Reader chip Min. version for ISO14443 A
6000er series All Versions

4000er series All Versions

SM-2570 LEGIC OS-2000 V4.0

SC-2560 LEGIC OS-2000 V4.0



ATC4096-MP313: Memory Organization
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Space for
delegated

Applications or
native DESFire
(3520 bytes) 

LEGIC FS 21
(4096 bytes)

2-key 3DES
AES128 (rfu)

DAM Auth Key
DAM MAC Key
DAM Encr Key

?

LEGIC Connect

Without LEGIC DAM key authentication 

-> Secure environment recommended!



 Are still available and «on stock» acc. 
allocation situation.

 LEGIC has no intension to discontinue these 
products.

-> Any product discontinuation will be 
announced by LEGIC directly 
and there will be enough time to 
organize the requested numbers for 
smooth migration. 

MIM256 and MIM1024
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